Day#1: November 10

7:30-8:00 Registration

8:00-8:30 Introduction  {Divider #1}
    Thomas K. Clancy, Director, NCJRL
    William Brunson, NJC

8:30-9:15 Protected Interests  {Divider #2}
    Thomas K. Clancy, Director, NCJRL

9:15-9:30 Break

9:30-10:20 Limitations on Protected Places and Things  {Divider #3}
    Judge Joseph M. Troy, Retired

10:20-10:30 Break

10:30-11:15 “Standing”: who has a protected interest  {Divider #3}
    Judge Joseph M. Troy, Retired

11:15-12:00 Small Group Discussions

12:00-1:00 Lunch

1:00-2:15 Types of and Justification for Seizures  {Divider #4}
    Thomas K. Clancy, Director, NCJRL

2:15-2:30 Break

2:30-3:15 Small Group Discussions

3:15-4:00 “Search?”: Activities that may or may not be Labeled a “Search” part #1
    {Divider #5}
    Judge Joseph M. Troy

4:00-4:15 Break
4:15-5:00  “Search?” Activities that may or may not be Labeled a “Search” part #2
{Divider #5}

Judge Joseph M. Troy

Day#2: November 11

8:00-8:50  Motion Hearings Practice  {Divider #6}
Judge Joseph M. Troy
Judge Mark McGinnis
Judge Ilona M. Holmes

8:50-9:00  Break

9:00-10:15  Consent and Interactive Reality Exercises  {Divider #7}
Judge Joseph M. Troy
Priscilla Adams

10:15-10:30  Break

10:30-11:00  Small Group Discussions

12:00-1:00  Lunch

1:00-2:15  Overview of Reasonableness Standards  {Divider #8}
Thomas K. Clancy

2:15-2:30  Break

2:30-3:15  Small group discussions

3:30-4:30  The James Otis Lecture  {Divider #9}
Lecture Series by noted fourth amendment scholars
Professor Myron Moskovitz
Golden Gate University
School of Law

topic: search incident to arrest, Thornton, new case?

4:30  Reception immediately following Otis Lecture

Day#3: November 12

8:00-9:30  Warrant Issuance and Review  {Divider #10}
Thomas K. Clancy, Director, NCJRL
9:30-9:45  **Break**

9:45-10:30  **Small Discussion Groups**

10:30-11:45  **Warrant Execution Issues**  

*Professor Jack Nowlin, UM School of Law*

11:45-12:00 **Break**

12:00-1:00 **Lunch**

1:00-1:50  **Searches without Warrants, part #1**  

*Judge Mark McGinnis*

- Search incident arrest
- *Terry Frisks*  
  [do not do what is *Terry stop or grounds for stop*]
- What is a frisk? When is it justified?
- Plain View & Plain Feel
- Protective Sweeps

2:00-2:30 **Small Group Discussions**

2:30-2:45 **Break**

2:45-3:30  **Searches without Warrants, part #2**  

*Judge Mark McGinnis*

- Exigent Circumstances: hot pursuit; destruction of evidence; danger to life
- Community caretaking
- Inventory searches of Arretees & their effects (but not vehicles): *Lafayette*

3:30-3:45 **Break**

3:45-4:30  **Searches without Warrants, part #3: automobiles**  

*Judge Ilona Holmes*

- Auto stops: justification for and scope of
- Automobile searches: justification for and scope of —
  - probable cause-based searches of autos: *Carroll* doctrine
  - scope of as search incident to arrest of autos: *Belton, Thornton*
  - inventory searches of autos: *Opperman, Bertine, Wells*
  - “frisk” of vehicle incident to stop of vehicle: *Long*

*Day#4: November 13*

8:30-9:30  **Exclusionary Rule, part I**  

*Professor Jack Nowlin, UM School of Law*
9:30-9:45  Break

9:45-11:00  **Exclusionary Rule, part II**  {Divider #16}
            *Professor Jack Nowlin  
            UM School of Law*

11:00-11:15  Break

11:15-12:00  **Small Group Discussions**

12:00-1:00  **Lunch**

1:00-2:30  **Computers and Digital Evidence**  {Divider #17}
            *Thomas K. Clancy, Director, NCJRL*

2:30-3:00  **Evaluations & Graduation**